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SSC SPECIAL DAILY QUIZ 

TOTAL QUESTIONS-40,                         TIME - 40 MINUTES,  MARKS –40 

 ARENA OF GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  

1. German silver is an alloy of 

(a) Copper, nickel and silver   (b) Silver, copper and aluminium 

(c) Zinc, copper and nickel   (d) Silver, zinc and copper 

2. Which of the following diseases is regarded as most fatal ? 

(a) Tuberculosis (b) Yellow fever  (c) Leukemia  (d) Typhoid 

3. The source of immediate energy for cellular activity is 

(a) FAD  (b) RNA   (c) NAD   (d) ATP 

4. Speed of sound is greater in solids than in liquids because 

(a) The atoms in solids are regularly arranged (b) The atoms in liquids are loosely packed 

(c)  The solids have high elasticity   (d) None of these  

5. Tiredness is felt on the top of the mountains because of 

(a) Elasticity (b) Viscosity  (c) Adhesion  (d) Surface tension 

6. Red, green and blue are known as 

(a) Primary colours    (b) Complementary colours  

(c) Primary pigments   (d) Secondary colours 

7. Match the following : 

A. Vitamin C  1. Beri beri 

B. Vitamin D  2. Scurvy 

C. Vitamin B  3. Rickets 

D. Vitamin A  4. Night blindness 

     5. Clotting of blood 

A  B  C  D  A  B  C  D 

(a)   2  3  5  4          (b) 2  3  1  4 

(c)   3  2  4  1          (d)  5  2  3  1 

8. In which language did Buddha preach ? 

(a) Pali  (b) Prakrit  (c) Brahmi  (d) Sanskrit 

9. The tools and weapons of Harappan civilisation were mostly made of  

(a) Stone only    (b) Stone and copper  

(c) Copper,bronze and iron   (d) Copper,tin and bronze 

10. The Rowlatt Act led to  

(a) Communal riots in Bengal  (b) Massacre at Amritsar 

(c) Social legislation in Madras  (d) Economic reforms in U.P. 

11. Which of the following are true ? 

I. Only some states in India have Legislative Councils 

II. Some members of Legislative Councils are nominated 

III. Some members of Legislative Councils are directly elected by the people 

(a) I & III  (b) I & III  (c) II & III  (d) I,II & III 

12. Who among the following holds office during the pleasure of the President ? 

(a) Speaker of Lok Sabha    (b) Prime Minister  

(c) Election Commissioner   (d) Governor 

13. In the constitution, setting up of village Panchayats finds mention under 

(a) Art 40  (b) Art 48  (c) Art 51  (d) None of the Articles 

14. When was the IDBI (Industrial Development Bank of India) instituted ? 

(a) 1981  (b) 1972  (c) 1964  (d) 1952 

15. The goal of socialistic pattern of society was presented before the nation in the  
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(a) First Five – Year Plan   (b) Second Five – Year Plan 

(c) Third Five – Year Plan   (d) Fourth Five – Year Plan 

16. What is ‘Siderial Day’? 

(a) The day on which the duration of sunshine is the maximum 

(b) The day on which the duration of sunshine and darkness are equal. 

(c) The time during which the earth makes a complete revolution on its axis in respect of  the fixed 

stars. 

(d) The day on which the sun reaches its maximum distance from the equator. 

17. The monsoon has well – developed cycle in  

(a) South and South East Asia  (b) North Australia 

(c) East United States   (d) Africa 

18. The river Cauvery originates from which of the following states ? 

(a) Andhra Pradesh (b) Tamil Nadu  (c) Karnataka  (d) Madhya Pradesh 

19. The most important commercial forests of India are 

(a) Tropical evergreen   (b) Tropical deciduous  

(c) Coniferous     (d) Mangrove 

20. Which of the following statements is/are true ? 

1. C.K. Nayudu was the captain of Indian cricket team. 

2. Bachendri Pal was the first woman in the world to climb Mt. Everest. 

3. K.D. Jadav was the first Indian wrestler to win an Olympic medal for India. 

(a) 1 and 2  (b) 1,2 and 3  (c) Only 1  (d) Only 3 
ENGLISH BUZZ 

Direction (Q.21 – 25): Read each sentence to find out whether there is any error in it. The error, if any, 

will be in one part of the sentence. The alphabet number of that part is the answer. If there is no 

error, then the answer is (d). 

21. The General with over 1000 officers and soldiers (a)/ have surrendered to the Indian troops (b)/ who 

are patrolling the valley. (c)/ No error (d) 

22. We know where it begins (a)/ but we don’t know (b)/ that where it ends. (c)/ No error (d) 

23. One of the important benefits (a)/ of machine age is that (b)/ our standard of living has improved 

(c)/ No error (d) 

24. None of the diplomats at the conference (a)/ was either able (b)/ to comprehend or to solve the 

problem. (c)/ No error (d) 

25. This is the second communication we have sent (a)/ and we are very surprised (b)/ at having 

received no answer. (c)/ No error (d) 

Direction (Q.26 – 30): which of the following phrases; (a), (b) and (c) given below each sentence 

should replace the underlined phrase to make the sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is 

correct as it is, mark (d) as the answer. 

26. She always behaves as if she has not care at all about my feelings. 

a) as though she will not  b) as if she didn’t  

c) as far as she doesn’t   d) no correction required 

27. Whom did you intend to offer the job, besides the two young boys? 

a) Who are you intending to  b) Whom do you intended to 

c) who do you intended for  d) No correction required 

28. Because it was a stormy night, he dare not to go out in the dark. 

a) dared not to go   b) dared not to have gone  

c) dare not goes   d) no correction required 

29. He is less likely to win unless he practised rigorously and regularly. 

a) until he practised   b) unless he practises  
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c) unless he does not practise d) no correction required 

30. The donation amount was such that as I was expected him to donate. 

a) so that as I expected  b) such that I expected of 

c) such as that I expect  d) no correction required 

REASONING 

31. If 243 % 3 = 18, and 124 % 4 = 19, then 187 % 4 = ? 

a) 23  b)19   c) 24   d)21 

32. Select the related letters from the given alternatives. 

FC : I : : SB : ? 

a)  W  b)U   c) V   d) X 

33. Pointing to a man in the photograph Bharti said, "He is the only son-in-law of the maternal 

grandfather of my mother's only daughter". How is Bharti related to the man in the photograph? 

a) Sister  b)Mother  c) Sister-in-law  d)Daughter 

34. What will come in place of question mark (?) in the given series: 

325     318     297     262     ?     150 

a) 328  b)284   c) 213   d)272 

35. Select the correct mirror image of the given figure when the mirror is placed to the right of the 

figure. 

 

APTITUDE 

36. Point A divides segment BC in the ratio 5 : 1. Co-ordinates of B are (6, -4) and C are (0, 8). What are 

the co-ordinates of point A? 

a) (–1, 6)  b) (1, –6)  c) (–1, –6)  d) (1, 6) 

37. If the areas of two similar triangle are in the ratio 5 : 7, then what is the ratio of the corresponding 

sides of these two triangles? 

a) 5 : 7  b) 25 : 49  c) 5 : 7   d) 125 : 343 

38. If sec  0
203 x  =  0

203cos yec , then what is the value of  yx tan ? 

a) 1   b) 3    c) 
3

1
   d) 32  

39. What is the effective discount (in%) on three successive discounts of 20%, 10% and 12%? 

a) 38.64  b) 34.54  c) 35.54   d) 36.64 

40. Two trains are moving in the opposite directions at speed of 43 km/h and 51 km/h respectively. The 

time taken by the slower train to cross a man sitting in the faster train is 9 seconds. What is the 

length (in metres) of the slower train? 

a) 235  b) 338.4  c) 470   d) 940 
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ANSWERS 

 

1.   (c) 2.   (c) 3.   (d) 4.   (c)  5.   (d) 6.   (a) 7.   (b) 8.   (a) 9.   (d) 10. (b) 

11. (a) 12. (d) 13. (a) 14. (c) 15. (b) 16. (c) 17. (a) 18. (c) 19. (b) 20. (c) 

21. (b) 22. (c) 23. (d) 24. (b) 25. (b) 26. (b) 27. (d) 28. (a)  29. (b) 30. (b) 

31. (b) 32. (b) 33. (d) 34. (c) 35. (c) 36. (d) 37. (c) 38. (c) 39. (d) 40. (a)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXPLANATIONS 

.  

21. b; 

Say, ‘has surrendered’. Singular verb will be 

used in such construction. 

22. c; 

Delete ‘that’. Use of ‘that’ is unwarranted. 

23. d; 

No error 

24. b; 

“Either able” should be replaced by “able 

either” 

25. b; 

“Much” instead of “very” 

31. b; 

Here the pattern of the numbers is: 

243 % 3 ⇒243 × 3 = 729 = 7 + 2 + 9 = 18 

And, 124 % 4 ⇒124 × 4 = 496 = 4 + 9 + 6 = 

19 

Similarly,  

187 % 4 ⇒ 187 × 4 = 748 = 7 + 4 + 8 = 19 

Hence, option B is correct. 

32. b; 

F   C   

↓   ↓   

 6  +  3  = 9→I  
Similarly, 

S   B   

↓   ↓   

19   +   2  = 21 →U  

33. d; 

 
Clearly, the person in the photograph is the 

father of Bharti. 

34. c; 

Series Pattern Given Series   

          325 325   

325 – 7 (=1×7) = 318 318   

318 – 21 (=3×7) = 297 297   

297 – 35 (=5×7) = 262 262   

262 – 49 (=7×7) = 213 213 ✓ 

 213 – 63 (=9×7) = 150  150   

Hence, option C is correct. 

35. c; 

 
 

36. d; 

SCORE 
 

35-40 : Outstanding 

29-34: Very Good 

23-28: Good 

Less than 23: Average 
 

YOUR SCORE 
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By section formula, 

15

61105




x  and 
 

15

4185




y  

1x  and 6y  

Point A (x, y) = (1, 6) 

37. c; 

Ratio of area of two similar triangles = Ratio 

of square of their corresponding sides. 

So, 

(Ratio of corresponding sides)
2
 = 5 : 7 

Ratio of corresponding sides = 5  : 7  

38. c; 

   00
203cos203sec  yecx  

    000
20390sec203sec  yx  

00
20390203  yx  

9033  yx  

0
30 yx  

 
3

1
tan  yx  

39. d; 

Effective discount = 20 + 10 - 28
100

1020



 

And again discount = 

64.36
100

1228
1228 



 

  

40. a; 

Let the length of slower train be ‘L’ m. 

According to the question: 

L =   9
18

5
5143   

L = 235 metres 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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